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1v1t!@ Statement of Achievement:

.. Navigates, reads and views simple texts with familiar vocabularyand supportive 
illustrations 

-read simple texts to staff as part of the class literacy program. She navigated
different stories by using the concepts of print, turning the pages and reading from
left to right. -read different sentences and matched the correct picture to the
text.









.,.If n Statement of Achievement:

� Plays instruments to music 

During music class, -learned to play basic arrangements of 
popular songs. She played various instruments including bass guitar, 
xylophone, keyboard and drums. 





,. 
•tn Statement of Achievement:

� Identifies a particular activity of preference 

-used a choice board in the afternoon to choose an activity for leisure
time. The pictures on her choice board changed every few days. The data sheet
shows-mostly moved towards an activity of choice to indicate a preference.



Statement of Achievement: 
Identifies the value of coins and notes in the Australian monetary system 

-ordered Australian coins and notes from least to greatest value. She displayed this
skill during numerous learning experiences including worksheets, computer games and
group activities.





� e(!) Statement of Achievement:
• Engages in the preparation of healthy mealtime options

-engaged in the preparation of healthy meals including fruit salad, toast and eggs. She
�endentlychopped grapes, watermelon and apple and added them to a bowl. She
mixed the fruit together and served the fruit salad into little cups. -made toast and eggs
by following a pictorial recipe.





Statement of Participation: 
Laundry Program 

orked cooperatively with her class to complete a laundry program. Once a week 
ould collect dirty aprons and tea towels from the hospitality room and take them 

o e laundry. She followed a visual schedule to use the washing machine. -hung out
the clean items and folded them once they were dry. She then returned theiferns to 
the hospitality teacher. 



Statement of Participation: 
Paper Shredding Program 

-worked independently to shred paper through the paper shredder machine
as part of a work experience program .-listened and followed instructions by
only shredding one piece of paper at a time and emptying the paper bin when it
was full. participated in the paper shredding program once a week.



Statement of Participation: 
Enterprise Education 

was given visual and verbal instructions on how to create a variety of items for the weekly 
beading program.-was able to use the information to work independently and create 
keychains, lanyards and hair-ties to sell at school events. 
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